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Fluid-solid interaction phenomenon study is necessary for the analysis of several engineering systems such as structures and
vessels that interact with wind and blood flow, respectively. In this study, the interactions between buoyancy-driven airflow and
elastic baffle(s) inside a square enclosure were modeled numerically. While the two sidewalls of the enclosure were insulated, the
lower and upper walls were kept at hot and cold temperatures, respectively. (e heat transfer rate through the hot wall by
calculating the Nusselt number and von Mises stress at the baffles’ root for various configurations of baffle(s) was considered. (e
domain was modeled in ANSYSWorkbench, and the k-εmodel was employed to solve the turbulent convective flow (Ra> 107). A
two-way algorithm along with the finite element method was employed to simultaneously solve the equations governing the fluid
flow and the solid phase.(e dynamic meshmethod was employed to account for the change in the location of the fluid domain at
a new time step. (e results show the elastic baffle, in comparison to solid baffle, intensifies the heat transfer rate by 15%. (e
results also indicate that the Nusselt number in the single-baffle case is higher than in double-baffle cases.(e fact that the amount
of von Mises is a function of the baffles’ configuration is another point obtained from the results. It was found that the von Mises
stress at the baffles’ root represents more unsteady fluctuations in the asymmetric case, while it approaches a constant value in the
symmetric case.

1. Introduction

Natural convection derived by buoyancy forces is con-
sidered a fundamental classic problem in heat transfer and
fluid dynamics inside enclosures with unequal wall
temperatures [1]. In fact, it is observed in industrial ap-
plications such as solar collectors and cooling systems
mounted on electronic equipment [2]. (e simplified
model consisting of a two-dimensional square enclosure
in a laminar flow has been practically analyzed from
various aspects [3–5]. (ese studies along with many
other early works considered the solution to this problem
using the steady-state assumption [6–8]. However, the
free convection flow inside an enclosure has got a

transient nature, and hence, time-dependent analysis of
this problem has attracted researchers’ attention.

(e fluid flow regime (laminar or turbulent) inside an
enclosure breaks through a considerable effect on heat
transfer through the enclosure [9]. As a result, the heat
transfer rate can be increased or decreased by creating
turbulence in the fluid flow. (erefore, mounting fins or
baffles on the sidewalls have been extensively considered one
of the simplest techniques for enhancing heat transfer inside
enclosures.

A newer approach to study convection flow inside an
enclosure, which has become a topic of more interest in
recent years, is incorporating an elastic solid object and
investigating fluid-solid interactions. Examples of such
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researches are tabulated in Table 1 including recent works on
analyzing the effects of rigid as well as elastic baffle(s) on the
heat transfer inside an enclosure.

A review of recent studies shows that no previous re-
search has considered the interaction effects of two elastic
baffle(s) on natural convective heat transfer and the flow
field inside an enclosure. (erefore, the main objective is to
accurately analyze the heat transfer and fluid flow and two-
way affection of elastic baffle(s) mounted on the walls using a
numerical approach. Moreover, a comparison of rigid and
elastic baffles, an analysis of dominant heat transfer
mechanisms, a comparison between the single- and double-
baffle cases, and an analysis of variations in the dimensions
of baffle(s) and location are also carried out.

2. Problem Description

As shown in Figure 1, an enclosure with the dimension of A
is insulated on its two sidewalls and is thermally connected
from the top and bottom to a cold source at temperature Tc
and a hot source at temperature Th, respectively. A baffle of
length L and uniform thickness 0.15A is mounted on one or
two sides of the enclosure.

(e temperature gradient at the top and bottom sides
causes the fluid inside the enclosure to move due to
buoyancy forces. (is fluid flow inside the enclosure creates
a pressure gradient imposing a force on the elastic baffle(s)
and causing it to deform and generate interior stress. (e
baffle deformation pushes the fluid, which creates a sec-
ondary flow. (is interaction continues during heat transfer
until the strain energy of the baffle(s) would be balanced out
by the fluid-driven forces. Cavities with different boundary
conditions simply can be observed in many applications
such as cooling and heating industries. (ese configurations
were mentioned by many researchers [19, 22, 23] but not
with elastic baffles to investigate natural heat transfer.

(e governing circumstance numerical investigation of
this problem would be a real challenging task: while the free
convection affects the displacement of the baffle, the baffle
causes a displacement through the fluid in turn, which itself
influences the movement of baffle(s), finally. (is study
analyzed this interaction at every time step. (e aim was to
develop a logical understanding of heat transfer in the
presence of another source of fluid flow and its interaction
with buoyancy flows.

To the authors’ knowledge, the present study is the first
research to simultaneously consider the vonMises stress and
average Nusselt number in various configurations of
baffle(s).

3. Governing Equations

With regard to the basic assumptions, this study numerically
simulated the two-dimensional, turbulent, time-dependent,
and transient flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid.
With the exception of air density, which was modeled using
the Boussinesq assumption, all the other thermophysical
properties were assumed time-independent. Being the same
as displacement and energy equations for elastodynamic

structures, the equations governing the solid phase (i.e., the
baffle(s)) are written as follows [24–26]:

ρs

d2ds

dt
2 − ∇σ � Fv, (1)

zT

zt
� αs∇

2
T, (2)

where σ represents the stress tensor, ds is the solid dis-
placement vector, and Fv is the resultant volumetric force on
the solid object. Using the linear elastic assumption for the
baffle(s) and taking into account the geometric non-line-
arities, one can write the stress tensor as follows [27–29]:

σ � J
− 1

FSF
T
, (3)

where

J � det(F),

F � I + ∇ds( .
(4)

Moreover, the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor S is
related to strain by

S � C: (ε), ε � 0.5 ∇ds + ∇dT
s + ∇dT

s ∇ds , (5)

where C � C(E∗, ϑ). In the present problem, Fv in (1)
represents the gravitational forces per unit volume of the
fluid. It can be rewritten as follows [30, 31]:

Fv � ρs · g. (6)

Basic equations governing the fluid flow are the con-
servation of mass and momentum equations and the energy
equation. Given the assumptions described above, the
physics of the flow is described by the following equations
consisting of a set of partial differential equations with
spatial and temporal variables. An Euler–Lagrangian rep-
resentation can summarize these equations as follows
[32–35]:

∇u � 0, (7)

zu

zt
+ u.∇u �

−1
ρf

∇P + ϑf∇
2
u + βg T − Tc( ,

(8)

zT

zt
+ u.∇T � αf∇

2
T, (9)

where u is the fluid velocity vector, P is the fluid pressure,
and T represents the temperature of the solid or fluid.
Moreover, ρs and ρf represent the solid and fluid densities,
respectively, whereas αs and αf are the thermal diffusions of
the solid and fluid, respectively. Kinematic viscosity and
gravitational acceleration are denoted by ϑf and gy, re-
spectively, and β represents the coefficient of volumetric
expansion. It should be noted that (9) assumes a Newtonian
fluid and a linear relationship between shear stress and strain
rate.
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(e equation for transfer of turbulent kinetic energy in
the software is given by [36–39]:
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Furthermore, the transfer equation for eddy dissipation
rate is expressed as follows [40]:
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(11)

which contains a number of empirical coefficients de-
termined through some basic experiments, including
boundary layer experiments over a flat surface. (e values of
these coefficients are as follows [40]:

Cμ � 0.09,

σk � 1.0,

σε � 1.30,

C1ε � 1.44,

C2ε � 1.92.

(12)

When multiple iterations of the coupling are made
within one coupling step, full convergence in the fluid
domain is necessary for every iteration, until the final it-
eration of the coupling converges. (e flowchart in Figure 2
illustrates this reciprocating process better.

4. Simulation Requirements

(e necessary steps were taken using theWorkbench section
of ANSYS software to analyze the problem of fluid-solid
interaction in a two-dimensional rectangular enclosure
under free convection induced by a temperature difference
between the enclosure’s walls.

A comparison was carried out to validate the simulation
and assurance before deriving the results. (erefore, the
configuration shown in Figure 3 according to the study of
[41] was chosen, and the results including the streamlines
were given in Re number of 1,000. As it can be observed, a
good agreement exists between the present simulation and
the mentioned study.

(e analysis results of the case with a single elastic baffle
are presented in Figure 4 for grids having 7,657, 12,405, and
15,350 elements. (e different numbers of elements were
selected based on different mesh sizes. In the present work
according to the geometry of the problem, only in the areas
close to the elastic baffles that are sensitive areas, the number

of the computational grid is important, and therefore, only
in these areas, the grid has become finer by a factor of 2.

(e variation trend of the vonMises stress for these three
girds shows that the one with 12,405 elements can be se-
lected to be used in further calculations. Figure 5 shows the
type of elements considered. (e internal domain was
discretized using triangular elements, and refined elements
were used in the boundary layers and around the baffles.
Furthermore, the baffles were meshed using tetrahedron
elements. A general view of the solution domain and the
mesh style is shown in Figure 5.

For the system with the properties of Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-1035G1 CPU: 1.19GHz, RAM: 8.00GB (7.81GB usable),
the time step of 0.01, and the 12,405 grids; each time step
consumes 13 s to converge.

It should be noted that solid analyses are far less grid-
dependent than fluid analyses. However, the same steps were
taken to select the suitable mesh size within the baffles,
which ultimately resulted in 650 structured elements on the
solid baffles.

By calculating variations of the von Mises stress as a major
variable over time for different time steps values (i.e., 0.1, 0.05,
0.01, and 0.005 s), it was concluded that a time step of 0.005 s
can predict the results more accurately in optimum time.

Fluid domain equations along with their associated
boundary conditions were discretized using the control
volume method. Second-order and implicit first-order
discretization techniques were used for space and time
discretization, respectively, in the momentum and energy
equations. Moreover, the equations were simultaneously
solved using the two-way coupled algorithm. At each time
step, fluid domain equations were solved to determine the
forces imposing on the baffle. With these forces and other
associated boundary conditions available, baffle motion
equations were solved using the finite element method and
the Newton–Raphson iterative technique to determine the
displacement of each point on the baffle. Since these dis-
placements cause deformation in the fluid domain, a new
computational mesh was generated through the “dynamic
mesh method” in the next time step. In order to accurately
follow the fluid-solid interface at various time steps, an
unstructured triangular grid along with boundary layer el-
ements was used near the walls.

(e baffle(s) are assumed to be formed of rubber with the
modulus of elasticity of 4MPa that is guaranteed to be
loaded limited to an elastic range. (e hot and cold wall
temperatures were considered 440 and 300K, respectively.
(e Rayleigh number of Ra� 1.75×107 was calculated based
on the temperature difference and air properties. (erefore,
the flow inside the enclosure was assumed to be turbulent
and was modeled using the k-ε. Other assumptions of the
numerical solution algorithm are summarized in Table 2.

(e boundary condition for the fluid-solid interface on the
baffle(s) surface, which results from the conservation of ki-
nematic forces and dynamic displacements, is combined with
the non-slip condition on the baffle(s) surface to yield as
follows:
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Table 1: Recent studies on the analysis of the effects of rigid and elastic baffles on heat transfer inside an enclosure.

Baffle
type

Authors [ref.]
(year)

Convection
type Fluid Solution

method Problem statement Main result

Solid Asl et al. [10] Natural Air Finite
volume code

Effect of porous and solid
fins in a rectangular

enclosure

Porous and solid fins increase
average Nusselt up to 41%
and 20%, respectively.

Solid Bendaraa
et al. [11] Natural Copper-water

nanofluid
COMSOL
software

Effect of different locations
of fins on heat transfer in a

square cavity

Adding fins on the adiabatic/
cold and hot walls increases

and decreases average
Nusselt, respectively.

Solid Menni et al.
[12] Force Air Fluent

software

Effect of baffle orientation
and geometry on the heat
transfer in a rectangular

channel

(e largest variation in
Nusselt and skin friction has
occurred in the region facing

the baffle.

Solid Keramat et al.
[13] Natural Air

ANSYS
fluent

software

Effect of porous fins in H-
shape cavity

Average Nusselt for porous
fins increases by 60% in
comparison to solid fins.

Solid Li et al. [14] Natural Al2O3-water nanofluid Fortran code

Effect of magnetic field and
thermal radiation on the
nanofluid around a circular
baffle in a square cavity

Increasing the Hartmann and
Rayleigh reduced heat
transfer and improved
Nusselt, respectively.

Solid Gokulavani
et al. [15] Natural Air

Finite
difference

code

Effect of the heated baffle
on the fluid in the
ventilation cavity

Vertical baffle transfers heat
better than horizontal baffle.

Elastic Ghalambaz
et al. [16] Natural Air Finite

element code

Effect of horizontal
oscillating baffle(s) on the
heat transfer in a square

cavity

Increasing the amplitude of
oscillating baffle(s)

significantly enhances
Nusselt.

Elastic Alsabery et al.
[17] Natural Air Finite

element code

Effect of oscillating baffle(s)
mounted on the bottom of

the oblique cavity

Baffle(s) has (have) an
essential effect on the flow

and heat transfer.

Elastic Raisi and
Arvin [18] Natural Air Numerical

code

Effect of adiabatic and
flexible baffle in the center

of the cavity

An increase in Rayleigh
increases the elastic baffle

deformation.

Elastic Hussein et al.
[19] Natural Al2O3-water and Cu-

water nanofluid Fortran code
Effect of baffle length that
horizontally attached to the
left wall on the heat transfer

Baffle length changes flow
field and vortices strength.
(e longer baffle causes more
changes to the flow field.

Elastic Ghalambaz
et al. [20] Natural Newtonian fluid Numerical

code

Controlling the natural
convection in the L-shape
enclosure by flexible baffle

Stiffer baffle inhibits natural
convection.

Elastic Saleh et al.
[21] Natural

Porous medium and
incompressible non-
Newtonian fluid

Finite
element code

Effect of the flexible baffle
on the cavity filled with
fluid and porous medium

With the rising oscillation
amplitude, the heat transfer
rate increases exponentially.

A
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L

d

(a)
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Tc

L L

(b)

Th

Tc

L

(c)

Figure 1: Problem geometries.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Single-component fluid flow in the cavity with an elastic (a) and present simulation (b) [41].
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Figure 4: Effects of the number of elements on the von Mises stress for the single-baffle case.
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Figure 2: Two-way algorithm flowchart for the analysis of fluid-solid interaction.
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zds

zt
� u,

σ · n � −P + μf∇u.

(13)

(e boundary condition for the clamped end of the
baffle(s) is given by

zds

zt
� 0. (14)

Furthermore, assuming the fluid to be initially stationary
yields the following initial condition:

u � 0. (15)

(e fluid phase specifications and solid properties used
in this study are given in Tables 3 and 4.

5. Results

One of the applications would be in the cooling process of
electronic components. So it was tried to distinguish the
effect of elastic baffle(s) on the heat transfer from the bottom
of the cavity. (is study represents the two-way interaction
of the heat transfer-driven flow and the oscillation of elastic
baffle.

(e average Nusselt number over the hot wall was se-
lected to measure the quality of the convective heat transfer
performance. First, the rigid and elastic baffles were in-
vestigated. Reference dimensions were considered A � 0.1m

and L/A � 0.5. (e results at different time steps are shown
in Figure 6. Since there is no change in the value of the
Nusselt number after the time of 4 s, the time is limited to 6 s.

(is analysis indicates that at an early time when the
temperature difference is high, the Nusselt value takes a large
value. (is value decreases steadily during the time elapses.
Moreover, the Nusselt number follows a higher value for the
elastic baffle compared to the rigid baffle. (is effect is a
result of the fluid motion due to baffle fluctuations.

(e results also show that the Nusselt number reaches a
constant value that indicates a steady-state condition after
the time of 2 s.

In the following, the effects of mounting baffles inside the
enclosure are analyzed. Geometrical dimensions of the two
baffles, including thickness and length, were similar to those
in the single-baffle case, and the distance between the two
baffles was equal to the distance of one baffle from the front
side. Two cases of symmetric and asymmetric were con-
sidered for the vertical position of the baffles.

Figure 7 shows the steady-state flow pattern. Transfer-
ring heat from the bottom of the enclosure to the top in the
single-baffle case, two vortices are observed in the upper and

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Sample of meshed domain: (a) fluid domain and (b) elastic baffles.

Table 2: Features and techniques in the numerical solution algorithm.

Feature Technique
Method of coupling velocity and pressure terms Coupled
Temperature discretization Second order
Pressure discretization Standard
Momentum discretization Second-order upwind
Energy discretization Second-order upwind
Discretization of turbulence parameters (k, ε) First-order upwind
Maximum number of iterations in the coupling 10
Mesh movement algorithm Smoothing and remeshing
Mesh movement algorithm over the fluid-solid interface System coupling and deforming
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lower halves of the enclosure. In the symmetric double-
baffles case, four vortices were developed at the top and
bottom and on the left and right of the enclosure, whereas in
the asymmetric double-baffle case, two small vortices were
generated at the top and bottom, and a large vortex was
generated between the cold and hot walls around the
enclosure.

Time variations of the average Nusselt number over the
hot wall are shown in Figure 8 for the three cases.(e results
indicate that the single-baffle and asymmetric double-baffle
cases take the highest to lowest Nusselt numbers, respec-
tively. According to Figure 8, baffle oscillations reach steady
state after 15 s. Moreover, according to Figure 6, the Nusselt
number remains in steady state after 4 s. (erefore, the
authors believe that it does not need to continue the solution
after 15 s, and the solution convergence is related to the
simple geometry of the domain.

In the double-baffle cases, two vortices developed over
the hot wall (Figure 7), which transfer less heat compared
with the single-baffle case with a large vortex over the entire
lower wall. We know that the larger the vortex between the
hot and cold walls, the more the heat transfers, and the
Nusselt number happens.

In the asymmetric case, the right baffle located closer to
the hot wall causes a small vortex development at the bottom
right corner, which restricts the large vortex laid between the
upper and lower walls.

It must be noted that in the asymmetric case, the fluc-
tuations in the Nusselt number are caused by fluctuating in
the vortices’ features and size. Figures 9–11 show the free
convection flow pattern and velocity contours inside the
enclosure for the three cases. Nevertheless, no significant
variation is observed in the flow pattern for the single-baffle
and symmetric double-baffle cases, the flow pattern for the
asymmetric case experiences various fluctuations and
changes, which results in small fluctuations in the Nusselt
number.

(e flow velocity is slightly more in the asymmetric case
compared with the other two cases, which is due to the
formation of small vortices on the upper and lower walls.

Figure 12 shows the von Mises stress in the baffle(s)
versus time for the cases. Overall, the single-baffle case
represents the highest average vonMises stress.(is is due to
the high convective heat transfer rate and hence is due to
high compressive forces from the fluid on the baffle.

As the heat transfer mechanism becamemore stable over
time (as reflected by the Nusselt number behavior), the von
Mises stress was expected to also approach a constant value.
However, further analysis indicated that the vonMises stress
encounters some variations.

It is observed from the single-baffle case that the fluc-
tuation amplitude experienced a gradually increasing trend
after 8 s due to the hardening effect in the baffle and fluc-
tuating transient loads from the vortices. In other words,
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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20
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Figure 6: Comparison of the average Nusselt number over the hot wall for the cases with rigid and elastic baffles.

Table 3: (ermophysical properties of the fluid used in the simulation.

Density (kg/m3) Coefficient of thermal expansion (1/K) Kinematic viscosity (kg/m.s) Conduction heat transfer coefficient (W/m.K)<
1.225 0.0032 2.6 e-5 0.0033

Table 4: (ermophysical properties of the solid used in the simulation [42].

Density (kg/m3) Young modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio Conduction heat transfer coefficient (W/m.k)
1,200 4 0.45 60.5
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variations in the size and features of vortices impose some
unstable fluctuating forces on the baffles, which would ul-
timately lead to high cycle fatigue of the baffle. It is noted

that the stress amplitude never reaches the yield stress limit
of the baffle, and therefore, the baffle will not experience
fatigue failure.

Velocity
Vector 1

7.361e-02

5.521e-02

3.681e-02

1.840e-02

0.000e+00

[m s^-1]

Velocity
Vector 1
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1.069e-01

7.125e-02

3.563e-02

0.000e+00

[m s^-1]

Velocity
Vector 1

1.334e-01

1.000e-01

6.668e-02

3.334e-02

0.000e+00

[m s^-1]

Figure 7: Streamline with the magnitude of velocity inside the enclosure for three cases: single-baffle, symmetric double-baffle, and
asymmetric double-baffle (time� 6 s).
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Figure 8: Time variations of the average Nusselt number over the hot wall.
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Figure 9: Time variations of the size and strength of flow vortices due to free convection heat transfer for the single-baffle case.
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Figure 10: Time variations of the size and strength of flow vortices due to free convection heat transfer for the symmetric double-baffle case.
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In the symmetric case, due to the minor change in the
size and features of vortices, the von Mises stress subse-
quently approaches the constant value of 0.8 Pa. It can be
concluded that the baffle(s) and fluid reached a state of
balance causing no variations in the baffle(s) loading over
time.

In the asymmetric double-baffle case, large-amplitude
fluctuations in the von Mises stress were observed after 3 s.
Although the range of fluctuations was below 2 Pa, these
fluctuations, due to feature and size variations of the flow
vortices, never meet the stabilized situation, between the
baffle(s) and fluid, leading to the persisting fluctuations of
the von Mises stress in the baffle(s).

Figure 13 presents flow velocity variations at the center
of the enclosure versus time for the three cases. In the single-

baffle case, the velocity magnitude became almost constant
after about 6 s. In the symmetric double-baffle case, it also
reaches the constant value of 0.0007. Symmetric vortices
developed at the top and bottom of the enclosure in this case
practically led to quite an insignificant flow velocity at the
center of the enclosure (Figure 8). In the asymmetric case,
the flow velocity has gradually increased while it is fluctu-
ating. As mentioned above, the reason lays size and features
variations of vortices.

Table 5 presents the average Nusselt number over the hot
wall and the von Mises stress. (e comparison of the three
cases shows that the highest Nusselt number occurred for the
case with one elastic baffle.(e single-baffle case also had the
largest von Mises stress, which is due to this case having
larger vortices among the three cases.
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Figure 11: Time variations of the size and strength of flow vortices due to free convection heat transfer for the asymmetric double-baffle
case.
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Figure 12: Variation of von Mises stress in the baffles over time.
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6. Conclusion

Fluid-solid interactions have sparked a heated debate
recently. Although investigated by many researchers, the
interaction between buoyancy-driven flow and mounted
baffles on the side wall of an enclosure has not been
studied thoroughly. Moreover, there are a few studies that
considered the transient and unsteady convective heat
transfer and fluctuations of baffle due to the flow forces
imposed on that. Because of the temperature differences
and physical properties of the fluid and the enclosure
dimensions, which trigger a turbulent feature (Ra > 107),
the fluid flow was simulated by the k-ε model. (e baffles
were assumed to be a kind of rubber assured that the
fluctuations happened in the elastic range. A two-way
algorithm along with the finite element method was

employed in ANSYS Workbench software to simulta-
neously solve the equations governing the fluid flow and
the solid phase. (e dynamic mesh method was employed
to account for the change in the location of the fluid
domain at a new time step. (e results represent various
configurations of baffles and governing variables such as
Nusselt number, von Mises stress, vortices’ size and
feature, and the flow velocity. (e main conclusions are
summarized as follows:

(i) It was found that the elastic baffle increases the heat
transfer rate in comparison to the rigid baffle.

(ii) Nusselt number variations reached a relatively
constant value after 2 s for all cases. However, it
meets minor fluctuations over time in the asym-
metric case.
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Figure 13: Variations of local speed at the center of the enclosure for single-baffle, asymmetric double-baffle, and symmetric double-baffle
cases.

Table 5: Numerical values of the average Nusselt number over the hot wall and the von Mises stress at the baffle(s) rood in the steady state.

d/A Solid Single-baffle Symmetric double-baffle Asymmetric double-
baffle

Nu 16.5 19.17 16.5 13.1

von Mises stress (Pa) — 4.0 0.8 Upper Lower
<1 <2
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(iii) (e single-baffle case shows the highest average
Nusselt number. Also, the symmetric double-baffle
case had a higher Nusselt number than the asym-
metric case.

(iv) In the single-baffle case, the baffle experiences fa-
tigue loading, and there is an increase in the stress
variations amplitude after 6 s.

(v) A high-amplitude fluctuation occurred in the von
Mises stress in the asymmetric double-baffle case,
the fluctuations were substantial until about 0.5 s.

(vi) In the asymmetric double-baffle case, no fluctuating
variations were observed in the value of stress
during the time. In the symmetric case, the velocity
is very low, and it does not experience any
fluctuations.

7. Future Directions

(e effects of Ra numbers on the von Mises, heat transfer,
fluid flow, and baffle fluctuation should be investigated in the
future. Moreover, the other configurations of cavity and
baffles position could be assessed. (e fluid and baffle
properties and also the position of the hot side on the av-
erage Nu can be considered for the next studies.

Abbreviations

k: (ermal conductivity
ε: Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate
Ra: Rayleigh number
TC: Cold source temperature
Th: Hot source temperature
L: Baffle length
σ: Stress tensor
dS: Solid displacement vector
Fv: Resultant volumetric force
S: Second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor
αS and αf: (ermal diffusion of the solid and fluid,

respectively
P: Fluid pressure
ρS: Solid density
ρf: Fluid density
ϑf: Kinematic viscosity
gy: Gravitational acceleration
β: Coefficient of volumetric expansion
μ: Dynamic viscosity
μt: Effective turbulent viscosity
τ: Shear stress
Cμ: Viscosity constant
σk and σε: Effective turbulent Prandtl
C1ε and
C2ε:

Constants appearing in the transport equation
for ε

Nu: Nusselt number
Re: Reynolds number.
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